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Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to solve multi-objective motionplanning problems. We formulate the problem of finding
Pareto-optimal trajectories as a problem of sampling trajectories from a Pareto-optimal set. We define an implicit uniform
distribution over the Pareto-frontier using a dominance function
and then sample in the space of trajectories. The nature
of MCMC guarantees the convergence to the Pareto-frontier,
while the uniform distribution ensures the diversity of the
trajectories. We also propose progressive objective evaluation
to increase efficiency in problems with expensive-to-evaluate
objective functions. This enables determination of dominance
relationship between trajectories before they are entirely evaluated. We finally analyze the effectiveness of the framework and
its applications in robotics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One metric is often insufficient to evaluate the quality of a
robot’s motion. For example, when a robot plans to grasp an
object, it might simultaneously want to minimize path length
(in meters), execution time (in seconds), path smoothness
like motion jerk [1] (in meters per second2 ), and distance to
various obstacles (in meters again).
Such multiple objectives are ubiquitous. For example, in
multi-agent planning [2], [3], robots might simultaneously
want to minimize a personal objective like path-length (in
meters) and maximize a global objective like search coverage (in meters2 ) or team connectivity (potentially unitless
if considering the eigenvalues of the connectivity Graph
Laplacian).
Such multi-objective planning problems are often converted into single-objective problems by selecting a utility
function that trades off each objective. However, tuning these
functions is challenging as they are often scaling different
units (like above), and the relative importance of different
objectives might be quite context-dependent.
Interestingly, some solutions are categorically worse than
others, no matter what utility function is chosen to compare
them. For example, in Fig. 2, the gray path is worse than
the green path in both objectives f1 and f2 . We call the grey
path dominated. Note, however, that neither the green nor
the orange path is dominated. The set of all non-dominated
paths forms the Pareto-frontier [4], [5], and each path in this
set is Pareto-optimal. This leads to our central tenet:
Providing the user samples from the Pareto-frontier
gives them a choice to select a solution for the
specific problem instead of having to specify a
utility function apriori.

Fig. 1: The proposed framework of MOMCMC is demonstrated in finding collision-free shortest paths on table-top
manipulation problems (left) and in cluttered environments
like a bookshelf (right).

We now face two key challenges: (1) sampling provably
uniformly from the Pareto-frontier, and (2) producing samples efficiently. Our key insight is that this can be solved
by defining a uniform distribution of trajectories on the
Pareto-frontier and introducing Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) to efficiently generate trajectory samples. In this
paper, we proposed a framework of Multi-Objective MCMC
(MOMCMC) in uniformly and efficiently sampling Paretooptimal trajectories (Sec. IV). The framework of MOMCMC
includes (1) the definition of a target distribution and (2)
Markov chain random walks that generate new samples.
The target distribution is defined by a dominance function
(Sec. V) that measures how a trajectory is dominated by
others. We also included simulated anneal in tuning the
temperature parameter in the target distribution that gradually transforms the target distribution toward a uniform
distribution on the Pareto-frontier. We propose two types
of Markov chain random walks, differential evolution and
fast non-dominated sorting (Sec. V). Because evaluating the
objective of a trajectory is a progressive accumulation of the
cost along the trajectory, the expense of evaluating objective
can become arbitrarily high and a bottleneck in performance.
We introduce progressive objective evaluation (in Sec. VI) to
reduce unnecessary evaluation in determining the dominance
of trajectories.
In our experiments in Sec. VII, we compared a few random
walk methods in the MOMCMC framework and a classic

